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NeCK.

By: Sarah McCauley

The thick binding that keeps my body 
from walking out from under me, the 
adhesive that keeps my head from float-
ing above the clouds or literally falling 
over my heels. From my jaw line to my 
collarbone, this woman is strong. This 
woman is seductive. She keeps my world 
together. She holds onto me tightly even 
when my mind and heart disagree. Neck 
can hold the weight of my world and keep 
it fastened tightly to my shoulders. She 
has a heartbeat that can be felt pulsating 
on either side of her slope. She exchanges 
my thoughts through vibration that can 
be felt or heard by others or no one. Neck 
can quickly snap my attention to some-
thing or someone. Or she can slowly drop 
my head in shame or sorrow.

On the outside she is smooth and soft. 
Creases and lines show age and ware 
from twisting and turning and bowing. 
She is sometimes shadowed by my hair, 
or is decorated with scarves, strings, and 
stones. Other times she is left bare. 
Either way, on the outside she is beauti-
ful. On the inside she is beautiful as 
well, but in a much more ugly way. The 
thin layer of skin covers the bones and 
blood, but allows the blue of veins to 
leak through. Her collarbone pulls and 
stretches the skin. In certain positions 
the muscles and tendons and bones 
stretch and strain through the skin. In 
the back, her vertebrates peak through 
the skin just below the baby hairs that 
swim down from my head.

Neck is always tense, always making 
noises in hopes of relieving that tension. 
The way she crackles with every twist. 
The snaps and pops of small explosions 

from pent up gas in her joints that have 
been collected over time. Some mornings, 
on a bad mattress, she awakes with kinks 
and pinched nerves. On those days Neck is 
worn and bitchy. She doesn’t move and if 
you force her she fights back with screech-
ing pains and aches that make me wish I 
had just let her be. Other days she is just as 
sad as I am and she feels my tears roll down 
from warm to cold and cradles them like a 
small puddle in my collarbone. Occasionally 
she swells up from the inside out making me 
choke, cough and continuously take shallow 
swallows. Maybe on those days she just 
wants my attention even if it is negative.

Necks knots urn for strong hands to work 
out those pockets of pent up stress. The 
rubbing and working of another’s fingertips 
on her flesh, the tough kneading and pinch-
ing and grouping brings her great pleasure. 
Or the feeling of hot and strong drops of 
water from an overhead shower. With all 
the weight and pressure she endures day in 
and day out, I like to give her release. She 
deserves release.

Pheromones of her own are released for 
attention. Sometimes the smell of sweet 
buttermilk and sunflowers is her aroma. 
Other times she bares the deliberate scents 
I spray. Suffocating her. Leaving her tasting 
bitter. My lover prefers the sweet natural 
taste of skin to the chemically induced, 
synthetic bullshit. I do too and so does she. 
Sometimes we just want to smell extra 
nice. Then sometimes she smells like sweat, 
leaving her tasting salty from working or 
indulging in passion.

Sometimes she sports inscriptions of brown, 
yellow, and purple, left behind from my 
lover. Or bite marks from frisky play. Even 
when my lover is far from reach Neck can 
still feel the warmth of their breath. The 
warm kisses. The wetness left behind from 
their lips. Nibbling. Suction. She can still 
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Her Tragedy in a Box
Sarah McCauley
I was driving far away from where I had 
been. A girl in the dirt with arms held high 
flagged me down about 4 hrs in to my trip. 
Her long blonde hair, tan skin and firm 
breasts were enough to make anything stop 
in its tracks. I told her to hop in. At least 
she seemed relieved. She was heading to 
Virginia. Considering I had nothing to look 
back on and nothing to look forward to I told 
her I was headed the same way. She smiled. 
A Mona Lisa-of-the-desert-smile. And I drove. 
Onward in seemingly the right direction. 
Two packs of smokes, three joints the size of 
a zeppelin, four beers and one blowjob later 
we arrived at our first stop: the motel. She 
insisted on one room, one bed. How could 
I disagree? Two more cigarettes later and 
her clothes fell off. She was a devilish one. 
Loved having love all over the place. She bit 
her lip and took a loud breath. I unleashed 
my ecstasy that collided with hers’. A 
half a cigarette later and I woke up to the 
sun through the smoke and the curtains. 
I reached over and she wasn’t there. The 
other half of a cigarette later she emerged 
from the bathroom ready to get back on the 
road. I stumbled for my keys, checked the 
room twice and bounced. Next stop, Virginia. 
Some conversation about doing drugs and 

feel their strong grasp of seduction clenched 
around her. She shivers with every thought 
of their touch. Electric currents zapping 
from my brain to my heart, through her. 
She sends jolts down my spine when she 
feels the softness of any breeze. She is tick-
lish. Very ticklish. When she is tickled she 
pulls my chin to my chest and scrunches up 
and vibrates with laughter.

Neck is sensitive and yet strong. She is cute 
and cuddly, yet full of pain and pent up gas. 
She is smooth and yet she snaps and pops. 
Neck is all around sexy. She is what keeps 

one-night stands, three packs of smokes 
between us, a pit stop for a fuck and a piss 
later we arrived in the place she had come 
to see. The sun was rising just over the hills 
and stones. The cocaine kept us awake this 
long but the opium made us just somber 
enough for this moment. She looked through 
my window in the car then turned her head 
quickly to the right. Her eyes glazed and 
glassy from drugs and tears. I watched her 
move slowly out of the car in a fixed direc-
tion. I followed her with room behind. The 
pressure in the air rose as we walked across 
a field of names. Bodies. Tragedies in boxes. 
As she stopped, she fell. In front of her was 
an engraved name I do not care to mention. 
She told me before we took off from the last 
rest stop that she wanted me to meet some-
one. This was her someone. I watched only 
her eyes as they stared into the earth at 
her father. Only one drop fell to the ground. 
I watched as the splash kicked up dust and 
fell back down. I have never felt this guilt 
before. This grief. I knew I needed to take 
her somewhere. Anywhere except with me. 
Her tragedy in a box was more than I could 
bear. I held her as we walked back to the 
car. I held her with my right arm when 
we drove off. I held her until we got to the 
next city and then we made love once more. 
And then, I let her go.
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Tiffany “Tiffa” Minsal
Vitamin C
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Poems Written By:

Alex Whiteaker

Holocaust
 
Here I stand,
Another day gone by,
I look around,
Can’t help but sigh,
 
The beauty once shown,
The things that we’ve done,
Will leave us with nothing,
And also no one,
 
In this world,
Where we destroy life,
Into the beast’s belly,
We must stab the knife,
 
Only once we’ve killed,
This cancer that we are,
Can the planet try to,
Heal from it’s scars,
 
Without us,
There’s no more pollution,
Mass eradication,
Is the only solution,
 
So everyone grab the hand,
Of your best friend,
As we launch these bombs,
Prepare for the end.

Requiem
 
Here again,
I am astound,
To be standing,
On this ground,
Lean in and listen,
Don’t hear a sound,
I open my eyes,
Look to the ground,
At all the bodies,
Scattered around,
I step back,
They seem in-bound,
 
I move faster,
I almost fall,
They come closer,
One and all,
It looks odd,
How they crawl,
Backup ‘til I,
Hit the wall,
Drop to my knees,
Feeling so small,
So my body,
They start to maul,
 
As it happens,
I ask them why,
I get no answer,
They tear out my,
Tongue, onto the floor,
I see it fly,
The last sight I have,
They gouge out my eyes,
Finally I hear,
A hungry good-bye,
I’m pulled limb from limb,
And then I die
*(All Poems Are Written By Alex Whiteaker And Have Been Given 
Express Permission To Be Published By Brett Lindstrom At 
ZigZagCrew.)

THE ARTIST

The amateur artist plods along, sucking up 
whatever chemicals they can and banging 
out whatever gets them off or makes them 
friends. They will often go on to do more 
important things in their life, or they may 
end up at art school.

The student artist is worked into a pulp and 
robbed of their originality and vision, while 
having no time for getting off… and the only 
friends they have are similar souls, trapped 
in the grearwork of their institution. Their 
only escape is risky sex (is there any 
other kind?) or becoming consumed with 
meaningless distractions such as Entertain-
ment. When they finally graduate, they will 
probably get a job related to their 
degree (or they’ll end up as the manager of 
a movie theatre).

The professional artist is a soulless machine 
who has the privilege of being snobby as hell 
because they are the only kind of artist who 
gets paid a wage worth talking about. With 
this wage finally comes the time and free-
dom to get off and get down, but their years 
of learning how to finally make some money 
has left them unable to experience true hu-
man emotion. Thankfully, thei mastery of 

art allows them to fake it, at least until they 
kill themselves through smoking or suicide.

The dead artist has no flaws and is the best 
kind of artist. This is what every artist 
aspires to be, and will eventually becom.

   

   -N.O. Moriar
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